Finally, after a year and a half of messing with my cruise control problem, it is fixed!! I have been having a problem with
my cruise surging so bad that you could not ski behind the boat with cruise set on MPH. I was on my third or fourth
paddle wheel, while the problem did get a little better it still wasn’t fixed. I saw a post on here earlier about GPS
speedometers and I was curious if it would fix my problem. I checked out the Nautic Laugic’s website and was
disappointed that they only had products for 2004 and older Malibus. I contacted them about my 2009 Malibu and they
had just produced a product to replace the ST-300 paddle wheel and wanted to know if I would test it for them. I
jumped on the chance and I am so happy that I did.
I am in no way associated with this company, I’m just a very satisfied customer that will probably be upgrading my 2000
Response with GPS as well.
I received my NL4 from Nautic Laugic in just a few days after ordering, it was packaged very well and included everything
shown below.

The NL4 install is very simple. First, find your paddle wheel in the boat and trace the wiring to find your 4 pin plug. In
older boats it tends to be located under the dash, in my 2009 it is in the bilge area right next to the starter (I looked
under the dash for a while before I decided to trace the wires) as shown here.

Disconnect the 4 pin plug that plugs your paddle wheel into the boats harness, connect the mating plugs from the NL4
harness to the plugs that you just disconnected as shown here.

Find a dry protective area to mount the NL4, I chose to mount mine right above the paddle wheel as shown below. Be
sure to provide strain relief for the Garmin GPS cable.

I ran my GPS cable up along the port side of the boat and mounted the Garmin puck right in front of the glove box.

I then used a hand held GPS unit to calibrate the speedometer in the boat with the new GPS unit and that is it! It is so
simple and totally reversible. My cruise is now smooth as I expected in the first place from Malibu.

